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(Purpose)
Yokohama City Government has carried out old pipe culvert renewal in accordance with the plan.
However, as the ratio of sunken road increases significantly when it exceeds 30 years after installation, and
more than 70 percent of sunken road is caused by the pipe culvert, there is urgent need to renew the old
collecting sewer installed 30 years ago or before. Against the backdrop, the study was conducted to examine
the method to give a priority order and formulate a renewal plan of the pipe in the phase 1 renewal zone for
effective maintenance and cost standardization.
(Study Procedures)
The collecting sewer renewal plan formulation entailed
(1) understanding of current condition of the target area, (2)
screening survey and its verification, (3) examination of
priority area, and (4) policy formulation of planned
reconstruction by Yokohama. The collecting sewer renewal
methods were also sorted out.
(Results)
(1) Current condition of the target area
The target area of the study is shown in Figure 1. The
phase 1 renewal zone covers an area of 1910ha in the city
including the city center and waterfront area where the
pipe culvert was installed before 1945. A quater of the
main pipe in the area is concrete pipe and most of the
collecting sewer is made of clay pipe.
Figure 1 Target Area
(2) Verification of effectiveness of cavitation survey as
screening technique
The radar was used to study cavitation (L=32.2km) and the TV camera was used to study the points
where abnormal signals were generated in order to verify the effectiveness of the cavitation survey. As a
result, the TV camera found nine abnormal points (69%) in the 13 points where abnormal signs were
generated to show the possibility of cavitation in the cavitation survey. It is fair to say that the cavitation
survey is effective as screening.
(3) Examination of priority area
① Segmentation into blocks
The phase 1 renewal zone is divided into 20 blocks and the priority order is given to them to formulate
the renewal plan for the standardization of maintenance cost.
② Weighting in consideration of social impact
The 20 blocks in the target zone is weighted in consideration of the social impact. Questionnaire
survey of pairwise comparison based on the AHP was conducted to establish weighting of each event.
(4) Policy of planned reconstruction by Yokohama (idea of preventive maintenance plan)
The clay pipe is used for the collecting sewer in almost all areas of the phase 1 target zone. This is
because of local economic and social background and because the piping system was developed in the time
when the stoneware pipe was used commonly. Most of the renewal plan based on the ordinary maintenance
plan based on life-span extension plan is founded on the time management plan in accordance with the
installation year. However, under the plan, the priority order is decided placing importance on the social
impact, pipe property, and explicit risks as the factors that represent the scale of the impact of sunken road
in consideration of its gravity. The focus is placed on the risks that may be caused by the installed sewerage
pipe and collecting sewer to lower the possibility.

(5) Summary
Sunken road affects the society seriously and the sewerage system can cause such an event. The plan is
unique in that the sewerage service bureau takes strategic measures against sunken road in order to protect
safe living of the citizens. The finding in the study will significantly contribute to the efforts of local
governments that have to manage a massive scale of old stock to take efficient measures. There is need to
continue the study in consideration of the situation where there is higher ratio of occurrence of abnormal
points of stoneware collecting sewer at the points where the cavitation survey is conducted. It is also
important to develop new techniques to understand the cavitation for cases where it is difficult to search
cavitation in deep areas with the radar.
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